
• The intention of this grant is to fund opportunities for students to learn the application of STEM concepts through problem-

based learning activities conducted with workplace partners. The long-term impact of this program is to ensure future high-

school graduates apply what they learn in the classroom to real-world situations in the STEM arena, supporting the growing 
need for high-quality engineers, scientists, and information technology technicians in Florida’s workforce.

• The PEF will submit one application from Polk. A maximum of ten (10) projects at $5,000 each will be funded across the state. 

If more than ten eligible applications are submitted by local education foundations by the deadline, all submitted applications 

will be judged and ranked through a competitive review process that will include outside business and/or Motorola 
representatives. (See reviewer scoring matrix below.)

• Projects may ONLY impact middle school through high school students (6th-12th grade). Applications that include elementary 

school students will not be reviewed.

• Bonus Points: Up to 5 additional points will be awarded in each area to projects that incorporate: 1) engineering and/or IT 
concepts (such as coding, programming and robotics); 2) public safety elements;

3) vocational skills and/or certification in engineering or IT areas; and/or 4) target females or specific under-represented 
groups.

• Projects may take place during school or after school.

• Participating foundations may retain up to 10% ($500) for project implementation with all other funds used for direct costs 
which may include program supplies, transportation, teacher stipends, substitute teachers and documented staff time spent 
directly on the project. Funding may be augmented by funds from other sources.

• Projects must impact at least 100 students.

• Projects must involve at least 20 hours contact between students and workplace partners, be directly tied to curriculum, and 
focus on problem-solving and application of STEM skills.

• Awardees will be REQUIRED to measure and report on ALL the following outcomes: 1) Number of students who show 
increased interest in taking STEM classes in future; 2) Number of students who show increased interest in pursuing a STEM 
major; 3) Number of students who show increased interest in pursuing a STEM career; 4) Number of students who increased 
STEM-subject grade by at least one full letter grade; 5) Number of students who increased STEM-subject grade by half letter 
grade (e.g., from a B- to B); and 6) Number of students who showed no increase in STEM-subject grades.

• Applicants are encouraged to engage local Motorola Solutions employees in projects and presentations (e.g., invite to 
classroom to see projects in action, invite to local check and/or project presentations, involve directly with project activities/

outcomes) as possible. (PEF will help with this if awarded)
• Final Reports will ask awardees to list specific STEM-related programs, institutions or organizations that student participants 

are expected to join or participate in as a result of the project (e.g., STEM clubs, college STEM program, higher level math/

science course, etc.), if applicable.

• All applications must be submitted by the local education foundation. **Any application submitted directly from teachers will 
not be accepted. Teachers who apply for this grant should direct all questions to their local education foundation 
representative**
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Maximum 

Points 

Your 

Points 

1. Project Objective: Does the applicant describe specific STEM 

instruction goals and clearly outline the problem the students will 

address in the project? 

30 

2. Student Business Partner Interaction: Does the applicant describe how 

business partner(s) will interact with students?  Is there a timeline of project 

activities with planned milestones? 

30 

3. Outcome Measurement: Does the applicant clearly outline an appropriate 

evaluation/outcome measurement plan for this project? 

20 

4. Impact Sharing:  Does the application describe how project impact stories 

will be disseminated to the CFEF, Motorola and the general public? 

10 

5. Reviewers Discretionary Points: (This category is at the discretion of the 

reviewer on how the overall project meets the intention and long-term aim 

of this program) 

10 

BONUS POINTS: 

6. Engineering or IT Focus?  Does the project incorporate engineering 

and/or IT concepts (such as coding, programming and robotics)? 

5 

7. Public Safety Focus?  Does the project incorporate public safety elements? 5 

8. Vocational Skills or Certifications?  Does the project incorporate 

vocational skills and/or certification in engineering or IT areas? 

5 

9. Target Groups?  Does the project target females or specific under-

represented groups? 

5 

TOTAL POINTS: 120 

10. Comments and/or suggestions: 
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